What Cameroons want to happen and think
will happen

What Cameroons don’t want / don’t think
will happen

Economy grows, business hires pub. sector
castoffs, tax cuts 2014, non-EU deregn., no uturn (‘EM opposed clean up’)

Economy flat / shrinks, unemployment rises,
negative equity, taxes rise, dereguln doesn’t
happen, u-turn

Cuts seen as fair (maybe a new supertax?),
strikes = manageable

Cuts seen as unfair, strikes win public support
and disrupt economy

Welfare reform improves incentives to work
and delivers cuts

Cuts don’t appear, incentives don’t change
much

Immigration cap reduces problems and
hostility

Govt can’t limit immigration other than best
educated, BNP and UKIP profit from mix of
immigration / crime / EU

Cuts and reform improve policing and reduce
reoffending

Violent crime gets worse, cuts / sentencing /
prison closures blamed

Academies expansion, behaviour improves,
dumbing down reversed

Free schools strangled, Acad. converters stall,
behaviour and standards unchanged

Lib Dems lose AV but bought off OK (PR for
elected Lords?)

No AV, Lib Dems demand concessions that
threaten to tear Coalition

No terrorism, ‘civil liberties restored’

Terrorism hits, Coalition split over clampdown
v civil liberties

EU / ECHR remain irrelevant

EU / ECHR put huge pressure on Coalition
(UKIP majority in EU Parl elections)

World quiet, AFG retreat w/o embarrassment,
replace Fox and MOD gripped, pretence of UK
still at top table

Significant conflicts, AFG fiasco, PAK
terrorism, ME proliferation, Fox blows, MOD
stays awful, UK clearly slipping

Inner circle management = sufficient; comms
= good; mrkt research continues to prove
unnecessary

Inner circle’s management, lack of mrkt
research and comms > disaster; Civ. Serv.
block reforms

Lib Dems can’t leave Coalition because
polls awful; Tories’ power lust means Party
keeps quiet

Lib Dems fracture / implode; grassroots
abandon leadership like in 90s

Olympics a success

Olympics another example of UK unable to
run a major project

City remains major financial centre, last 5
years seen as minor setback

Clear that City is in medium-term decline viz
Frankfurt and other global hubs

Calm global currency and bond markets,
gradual fix to global imbalances

Currency wars, bond market chaos, attempted
‘Plaza 2’

Health reforms succeed, NHS disappears as
major negative for Tory brand

Health reforms a failure or have to be dropped

Anti-politics dies away

Continued scandals, anti-politics continues,
UKIP and BNP benefit

